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so long expected had brought up its forces at last. The sun
was swallowed in its pit; sullen clouds, ridged here and
there with an angry yellow froth, were growing downward
upon the earth, and beneath them the moor had sprung
into a hard-edged illumination against which each shoulder
of ground, each hastening figure, each tree and copse stood
up as though clipped from iron.
"There's a chance it won't last," Lewis said. "Let's
make for that wood."
Before they reached^the wood, heavy drops had begun
to fall and soon the rain was hissing among the branches
above them. They found a hut set up last year by woodmen
who had felled a neighbouring copse; it still had value as
a shelter but was dark and so low-roofed that they could
not stand upright in it. They crouched silently, listening
to the rain. The temperature had changed suddenly as
though heat were being sucked out of the air. Wherever
the rain penetrated, the pine-needles and the undergrowth
threw up a thin steam.
"I suppose it's useless to stay here," Julie said. "Shall
we go on through it?"
He did not answer, but took off his jacket and wrapped
it about her shoulders, his action saying plainly that he
wished her to stay with him, and she acquiesced, glad
that they should be together and that the pressure of her
anxieties should be lifted if only for a little while by the
chance which held them in the ribbed gloom of this
hut.
"I don't want to move," she said. "The rain is a curtain
that shuts everything out. I should like this minute to go
on and on. Never to have to go back."
"Are you afraid, Julie?"
"Tired," she answered, "of fighting and deceiving, If he
had been a different man, or had thought differently of me,
it would have been bearable to deceive—and to undeceive
him. As it is . . ." She interlaced her fingers and for a

